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1. Introduction and Summary

The generalized variance (the determinant of the sample variance and
covariance matrix) was defined by Wilks [8] as a measure of the spread of
observations. In this paper we study asymptotic expansion of the distribu-
tion of the generalized variance in the non-central case. In general, if the
rows of a nxp matrix X are independently normally distributed with com-
mon covariance matrix Σ and mean E[]X]=M5 then the generalized variance
is defined as the determinant of a matrix S = (l/n)X'X. Asymptotic expan-
sion of the distribution of \S\ depends on the order of the non-centrality

matrix Σ ~2 M'MΣ 2 =Ω with respect to n. It is in general true that 42=0(1)
or Ω=0(n)y which means that all elements of Ω are 0(1) or 0(τ&) as n -• oo,

In section 2 we derive the limiting distribution of | S | under the assump-
tion that Ω = nθn=0(n) and \im^(θn — θ)=0. If Ω may be regarded as a

constant matrix, asymptotic expansion of the distribution of \S\ is obtained

up to the order n ~2 by inverting the characteristic function expressed in
terms of hypergeometric function with matrix argument (see section 3).

2. Limiting distribution of \S\ when 42 = O(n)

In this section we assume that Ω=n0n=O(n) and limV~ϊϊ~(0» — 0)=O. At
n—»oo

first we shall consider limiting distribution of a function of the non-central
Wishart matrix X'X. Let Cχ,χ(T) be the characteristic function of X'X,
where T is t h e p x p symmetric matrix having {(l + ^ y)/2}ίί7 as its (ί, /) ele-
ment with Kronecker delta <?,•_,-. From the result of Anderson [V] CX,X(T) can
be expressed by our notation as

(2.1) Cx,x(T)=\I

Put S* = \]~n{Σ~^SΣ""*"— (J+0)}. Then we can express the characteristic

function of S* as
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(2.2) I-^T
- ( κ / 2 ) 2i

CS*(T) can be expanded by using the well known asymptotic formulas

(2.3) I-#Γ
-(κ/2)

= exp <̂  — -ό- log

= etr{VTίT—

/ -

ra~*)}

which hold for large rc such that the maximum of the absolute values of the
characteristic roots of (2i/^)T is less than unity. Applying the formulas
(2.3) and (2.4) to the expression of C&CO in (2.2), we get

(2.5) CSI(T) = etr

Therefore we have

(2.6)

Γ̂ ίT(θn-θ)} etr {-T\I+2θn)} {1 + 0(7*"*)}.

lim CS<T) = etr {-T2(/+20)}.

(2.6) shows that the limiting distribution of S* = (s*; ) is the multivariate nor-
mal distribution with mean zero and covariances E C5?/5*/!] = 9*v*/5 where qijkι
is difined by

(2.7)

Now we will generalize the well known result for obtaining limiting distribu-
tions of statistics (for example, Theorem 4.2.5 in Anderson [2] and Siotani
and Hayakawa [6]) to the non-central case.

LEMMA. Let nS have the non-central Wishart distribution with n degrees
of freedom and the non-centrality matrix Ω such that Ω=nθn = 0(n) and
lim\l~n(θn — Θ) = O. Suppose f(W) is a real valued function of a pxp sym-

metric matrix W with first and second derivatives existing in a neighborhood

ofW=I+θ. Thenthe statistic ^{f(Σ~*SΣ^)-f(I+θ)} has asymptoti-

cally the normal distribution with mean zero and variance 2trF\l+2θ), where

F=({(1 + δii)/2}f^ and f{j = df(W)/dWij \ w =I+§.

PROOF. From (2.6) and Theorem 4.2.5 in Anderson [2] we can see that

the asymptotic distribution of ^{f(Σ " 2 SΣ " 2 ) — / ( / + θ)} is normal with
mean zero. By using (2.7) its asymptotic variance can be expressed as
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LΛ LΛ
df(w)

i<j k<l

df(w)
W =1+9 W=I+Θ

= 2trF2(T+2β).

Putting f(W)=\W\ in the above lemma and noting that the equality
dij)/2}d\W\/dwij)= \W\W~1 holds for any symmetric matrix W, we

have the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let nS have the non-central Wishart distribution with n de-

grees of freedom and the non-centrality matrix Ω such that Ω=nθn = O(n) and

\im^(θn — θ) = O. Then the distributionof \IΊϊ{(\S\/\Σ \)— \I+Θ\} is asym-
K->oo

ptotically normal with mean zero and variance 2|/-f-0|2£r(/+20)(J+#)~2.

3. Asymptotic expansion of the distribution of \S | when ιβ=O(l)

In this section we shall obtain asymptotic expansion of the distribution
of ISI under the assumption that the non-centrality matrix Ω is a constant
matrix. Constantine [3] showed that the Ath moment of \S\ in the non-
central case could be expressed by the hypergeometric function of matrix
argument. His result can be expressed by our notation as

Γ ( n \

where Γp(a) and the hypergeometric function iJF\ are defined by

Γp(a) = π^-^Πpa-iΓ{a~{a

(3.2) ιFι(a;b;Z)=Σ Σ-f^-^f}-
(O) K\

The function CK(Z) is a zonal polynomial of the p xp symmetric matrix Z cor-
r e s p o n d i n g t o t h e p a r t i t i o n κ = (ki, k2, •••, kp\ w i t h ki+- + kp = k, kι^> >kp

> 0 . The symbol Σ means the sum of all such partitions.
(K)

Put λ — ̂ n log (ISI /1 Σ I). We can express the characteristic function of

X as

(3.3)
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Applying the Kummer transformation formula iί\(α; ό; Z) = (etr Z)
ιFι(b — a; b; —Z) (see Herz [4]) to this last expression, we can write C(ί) as

2

In the case that the non-centrality matrix Ω is equal to zero, etr ( — -^ Ω

ιFι(~ + it\J~n -^ -^-Ω) which we shall denote by C2(t) is equal to unity.
\ Z Δ Δ J

So {2/n)itp^Γp(~ +itsj~rι\/Γp(~\ gives us the characteristic function of X

in the central case, which we shall denote by CΊ(ί). We shall use the follow-
ing asymptotic formula for the gamma function as in Anderson (C2], p. 204).

(3.5)

\-m-χ)

which holds for large | x \ and fixed h with the Bernoulli polynomial Br(h) of
degree r, B2{h) = hz-h+(l/<6), B3Qι)=h3-(Z/2)h2 + {l/2)h, etc.. Applying the
formula (3.5) to each gamma function in Cx(t), we get

(3.6) logdCί) = -pt1- jJ^it + \pκitf\ +^

where q=p(p + T)/2. This formula implies the asymptotic expansion of CΊ(ί)

(3.7) C1(t)=e-
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Now we shall consider the second term C2(t) of (3.4). From definition (3.2)
we have

(3.8) C2(ί) = etr --±-Λ)Σ Σ
n\ k\
2

The coefficient of each term can be arranged according to the descending
order of powers of n as

(3.9)

+ ̂ = \it(k-l)Σ ka(ka-a)+ ~(ίt)3k(k-l)(k-2)\

(3.10) ( |-) = ( ~

Hence we can write C2(t) as

( 3 . 1 1 ) C 2 ( O = e t r C - i Λ ) Σ Σ f, V Γ l + 7 — ^ + (

Now we shall evaluate each term of the above infinite series. Since the
identity (trZ)k = ΣCκ(Z) (see James [5iJ) holds for any symmetric matrix Z,

(*)
We have

(3.12) Σ Σ

= Σ>~^}=(trZγetrZ,

which holds for any non-negative integer r. Sugiura [7] proved the follow-
ing formula.
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(3.13) Σ Σ
)

Applying the formula (3.12) and (3.13) to the expression of C2(t) in (3.11), we
can simplify the expression (3.11) for the function C2(t) as

(3.14) C2(ί) - 1+ ^ = trΩ + ^(trΩ)2- g ^ {S(ίt)trΩ2-(ίt)\trΩ)3} + 0(n~2).

Combining this result with the expression for d(t) in (3.7), we obtain the
following asymptotic expansion of the characteristic function C(t).

(3.15)

where the coefficients Au A2 and A3 are given by

A2 = M- {9(ά)2[q(q+2)-29ί7 β+(ίrβ) 2 ] + 6(ίί)4C? + l - t r β ] + (ι ί)
6}

rΩ2J + 15(ίt)3[:q(q + 2)(q + A)

trΩ + Sq(trΩ)2 - (ίrβ) 3] + ^{ίtf[hq2 + 20q +12

trΩ + 5(trΩ)2Ί + ϊ>(ίt)Ίtq + 2 - tτ

By inverting this characteristic function, we can finally obtain the following
theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let nS have the non-central Wishart distribution with n de-

grees of freedom and the non-centrality matrix Ω—Σ 2 MMΣ 2. Assume

that the non-centrality matrix Ω may be regarded as a constant matrix with

respect to n. Then the asymptotic expansion of the distribution of \S\ can be

obtained up to the order n~2 in the following way. Let λ — (^Jn /V
Then we have

(3.16) P(λ<x) = Φ(x)+ o i = - {30'(*) (q - tr
ό\l2pn

^ ( 2 )(*) [_q(q + 2) - 2qtrΩ + (trΩ

J

pp\l 71 71

3q(q + 2)trΩ+3q(trΩf - {trΩf] + 3Φ(5)(x) [_5q2 + 20q + 12 - 10(q + l)ίrΛ

-trΩJ + (5/9)Φm(x)} + 0(n~2),
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where q=p(p + ΐ)/2 and Φ{r\x) denotes the rth derivative of the standard normal
distribution function Φ(x).

COROLLARY 1. If the non-centralίty matrix Ω is the null matrix, λ can
be expanded asymptotically as

(3.17) P(λ<x) = φ(χ)+ 3^== ( M

y l ^ / T ^ {15«'(*)/(2p2 + 3p -1)

+ 15Φ(3\x)q(q + 2) (q + 4) + 3Φ(5\x) (5q2 + 20q +12) + 5Φ^(x) (q + 2)

This corollary will be obtained at once by putting Ω=O in (3.16). The asymp-
totic expansion (3.16) may be useful not only in the case of 42=0(1), but also
in the case of Ω=0(n). However, we could not succeed in deriving it.
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